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Abstract: In contextual vocabulary acquisition, second language learners address both morphological
and contextual cues to infer the meanings of novel words. The study investigated cognitive strategies
and their eye movement correlates in contextual vocabulary inferencing task. A sample of 30 healthy
participants with normal or corrected to normal vision read an Intermediate-level text in English,
aiming to define the meaning of 10 low-frequency words embedded in the text. Based on both
unstructured and structured post-hoc reports, we attributed the inferencing process either to word-
level processing, context-level processing, or discourse-level processing strategy. Eye movements
were recorded on the target word and on the target word clause areas of interest. Inferencing
success was associated with increased first fixation duration on the target word both for word- and
context-level processing strategy, and increased dwell time on the target word clause for context-level
processing strategy. Our findings emphasize the role of both morphological and contextual processing
in vocabulary inferencing task.
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1. Introduction

Vocabulary inferencing, the process of determining the meaning of a word based on
the context in which it is used, sometimes referred to as contextual word learning [1], is
an essential part of second language contextual vocabulary acquisition, and has long been
supposed to significantly aid in learning new vocabulary [2]. Intentionally concentrating on
the target word embedded in context enhances the learning benefits obtained from repeated
exposure to the word, aiding in the development of a comprehensive understanding of
word meanings [3]. Recent eye tracking research has provided evidence that encountering
novel words in reading and trying to figure out their meaning by lexical inferencing requires
different cognitive mechanisms than processing words in isolation—that is, context analysis
provides a vast amount of cues, while morphological analysis can yield information on
derivational and inflectional affixes [4,5].

Learning outcomes in contextual vocabulary inferencing task vary depending on
many factors: study design, features of text, features of target words, features of study
sample [6], number of encounters (contextual exposure of the word) [7], cognitive strategies
of vocabulary inferencing, and the knowledge sources (morphology, context, discourse)
that learners address [8]. While the number of encounters with a word has long been
considered a powerful predictor of learning outcome in contextual vocabulary acquisition
task, recent studies demonstrate that a word may not be learned even after many encounters,
especially in cases of insufficient inferencing [9]. This is supported with only medium
effects of repetition on incidental vocabulary learning outcomes in meta-analysis—the
effect is modulated by individual differences, treatment variables, and methodological
differences (pseudo-word use, vocabulary test format) [10].
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Second language learners have been observed to use a variety of knowledge sources
to infer the meaning of the target word while reading, among which three main categories
can be distinguished: target word level, sentence level and discourse level knowledge
sources, which are addressed to gain information from the contextual and morphological
cues [8,11].

The effect of embedding context features on a target word was demonstrated by
Webb [7]: higher recognition and recall results were observed with more contextual cues. It
was concluded that the quality of the context, rather than the quantity of word repetitions,
has a greater influence on eliciting word meaning; however, increasing the number of
repetitions was more effective for memorizing word forms [7].

Morphological cues are also beneficial for vocabulary inferencing: eliciting the target
word meaning based on familiar morphemes leads to better vocabulary inferencing [12],
enhancing storage in memory in vocabulary acquisition tasks [13,14]. Moreover, gen-
eral morphological awareness facilitates performance in reading tasks and contributes to
reading comprehension through its effect on vocabulary [15].

The features of deliberate attention distribution between morphological and contextual
cues are often referred to as “strategies” [8,12], following the general notion of cognitive
strategies as meta-componential processes that apply to thinking, learning, and problem
solving, and enable better performance with the same working memory resources [16]. In
contemporary studies of second language acquisition, preferred strategic behavior pertains
to the “individual differences” group of factors, along with age, intelligence, aptitude,
memory, and attention [17].

Previous studies on cognitive strategies demonstrate that good strategy users coordi-
nate metacognition and knowledge in second language tasks performance [18]. Pressley
et al. distinguished “good strategy users”, whose efforts are strategic and task matching,
as opposed to non-strategic effort attribution, in five ways: (1) possessing a wide reper-
toire of cognitive strategies; (2) using strategies appropriately and in appropriate contexts;
(3) having an extensive task-relevant knowledge base; (4) being able to automatically ex-
ecute and coordinate the use of strategies with various knowledge sources; (5) having
awareness that, although success is related to efforts, efforts alone may not be enough.

Cognitive strategies in novel vocabulary learning have generally been elicited by intro-
spective think-aloud protocols in second language reading during task performance [11,19],
interviews (including post-hoc report), and surveys [20]. However, subjective methods
have their limitations and used alone may lack reliability. For instance, Pawlak, creator of
the grammar learning strategy inventory, emphasizes the need to design valid and reliable
tools for assessing language learning strategies [21].

Among reliable measures of second language learners’ attention distribution in read-
ing is recording participants’ gaze coordinates during task performance, which provides
researchers with “a window into the mind” [22] (p. 1). In eye movement research in
reading, eye movements of the reader are intricately linked to ongoing language process-
ing [23], reflecting contextual effects on eye movements. Three main word and context
properties—word length, frequency, and predictability (the probability of guessing a word
from reading the preceding words of the sentence)—have proven useful for predicting
fixation duration (a period where our visual gaze remains at a particular location), with
longer fixation duration observed on longer, lower-frequency words and less predictable
words [24,25]. Studies of eye movements in reading have demonstrated that the interaction
of these factors affects eye movement parameters: larger word length effects on fixation
duration were found for novel than familiar words, and refixations on unfamiliar words
were longer than on familiar controls of different length [26], while repeated exposure to
novel words in context reduced reading times across various eye movement metrics: first
fixation, single-fixation, gaze duration, and total times [27]. Fixation duration in reading
is considered as reflection of constituent processing time, while first fixation duration
on a word is considered as a reflection of early stages of word processing, including
morphological processing [4].
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Eye tracking studies have yielded valuable results on the features of information
processing in different learning contexts. For instance, in subtitle viewing, the benefits
of bilingual subtitles over captions (second language text) for meaning recognition and
over subtitles (native language text) for meaning recall were demonstrated, with learning
outcomes correlating with the amount of attention to the second language target words
(but not to the translations) [28]. Moreover, in full captioning with intentional vocabulary
inferencing, second pass (time spent on the second visit of the word area) as well as total
fixation duration (time spent on the word) were found to positively correlate with learning
outcomes [29].

In second language research, recording eye movements during the reading of con-
tinuous texts is a relatively recent area of research [1]. Compared to reading in the first
language, longer sentence reading times, more fixations, shorter saccades (fast ballistic eye
movements), and less word skipping have been observed in reading in the second lan-
guage [30]. Kuperman et al. (2023) analyzed the contribution of first language background
on eye movement measures, reading fluency, and comprehension in the second language
of the readers [31]. Eye tracking research in vocabulary inferencing is generally conducted
with non-words occurring in high-constraining sentences that support the guessing of
their meanings from context [6], with distinguished word familiarity effect for non-words
embedded in continuous texts, similar to that found with low-frequency words, on fixation
duration [32].

Eye movements in incidental vocabulary learning have included studies in Chinese
character acquisition as well. Yi and DeKeyser (2022) demonstrated that second language
learners’ real-time processing of novel compounds [33] across repeated exposures was
influenced by the semantic transparency of the compounds. Transparent compounds were
more readily acquired than opaque compounds in terms of form recognition and meaning
recall, with the reading time influencing learning outcomes.

Eye tracking research has provided objective measures of reading strategies (strate-
gies, in this case, are operationalized as preferred patterns of allocating one’s attention
over the text). For instance, Hyönä et al. (2022) distinguished three eye movement
patterns, consistent within individuals: (1) preferring quickly skimming the text without
looking back; (2) looking back for verification; (3) skipping more words but making
more regressive eye movements [34]. Recently, Kuperman et al. (2023) found evidence
of individuals maintaining reading strategy when reading in both first and second lan-
guage [31], with strong correlations in fixation duration, word skipping, and regression
eye movement measures.

Eye tracking measures can be used either alone or in triangulation with other measures
such as reaction time, self-report, and analysis of correct answers and mistakes. Combining
eye tracking with verbal reports has been suggested for obtaining a fuller picture of learners’
cognitive processes [35]. Liu used eye tracking to assess learners’ attention distribution with
and without vocabulary learning strategy instruction in vocabulary inferencing task [12].
The results indicated that after morphological instruction (trying to elicit the target word
meaning by analyzing familiar morphemes) the participants inferred unknown words with
greater success.

Eye movement correlates of effective cognitive strategies have been defined in
different tasks, e.g., visual search [36] and visual problem solving in a complex visual
domain [37]. Eye movement evidence of cognitive strategies in vocabulary acquisi-
tion have been observed in paired associate learning task (vocabulary learning without
context): more transitions between the target word and its translation were recorded
in using a rote learning strategy (constantly repeating the word pair), resulting in a
lower learning outcome, while using a mnemonic keyword method (a novel word is
connected to its translation by a keyword, similar in sound to the novel word, and a
mental image is created of the interaction between the keyword and the translation)
was associated with attention distribution in favor of the target word, resulting in a
higher learning outcome [38]. Similarly, the benefits of combining verbal and visual
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information have been demonstrated in multimodal incidental acquisition of foreign
language vocabulary [39]. Bisson et al. (2015) found that participants recalled signifi-
cantly more words after a week-long delay if they had been presented with a picture
during incidental learning, with the time spent looking at the pictures during incidental
learning significantly predicting recognition and recall scores one week later. The studies
emphasize the importance of combining visual and verbal information for vocabulary
acquisition and elaboration processes in working memory.

Among practical implications of cognitive strategy research is strategy instruction.
For instance, the Eye Movement Modelling Examples paradigm involves showing learners
the gaze behavior of a domain expert performing a perceptual task, providing a domain
novice with guidance in how to process the visual input [40]. The paradigm has been
widely used for strategy instruction in professional tasks in different areas: meta-analysis
results demonstrated significant effect of displaying experts’ gaze on time to first fixation
(searching for the relevant area before resting the gaze on it) and fixation duration (length
of the eyes remaining fixed on a relatively stable point) on task-relevant areas, thus helping
learners attend faster and longer to the task-relevant elements, fostering their cognitive
performance [41]. These practical implications highlight the application of eye tracking
research for finding eye movement correlates of cognitive strategies.

Effective reading strategies, however, are task-dependent: eye movement patterns
differ in regular and thorough reading, skimming, and spell checking tasks on the same
text [42]. In the study by Chaffin et al. (2001), the time readers allocated to the context
was influenced by both the familiarity of the target word and the informativeness of the
context. Readers extended their reading time on the target word only in cases where the
context was neutral and the target word was unfamiliar. This indicates that readers could
discern the pertinent sections of text and leverage this information to deduce the meaning
of unfamiliar words [43].

Therefore, most eye tracking research in second language vocabulary inferencing task
focuses on the effects of the number of encounters and length of contextual exposure of
the novel words on eye movement measures in reading the words [3,6]. However, little
research in the field of vocabulary inferencing concentrates on eye movement evidence of
cognitive strategies.

The current study is devoted to investigating eye movement correlates of cognitive
strategies in vocabulary inferencing task. We employed the research paradigm intro-
duced in Nassaji’s study [8]: an Intermediate-level text with embedded low-frequency
words for a vocabulary inferencing task. We decided to use a natural text containing
low-frequency words (instead of non-words, commonly used in vocabulary inferencing
research [6]). These words were embedded in the Intermediate-level second language
text, providing the participants with both morpheme and context cues. Cognitive strate-
gies here are elicited based on the distribution of attention on context-level or word-level
cues in reading. We analyzed eye movements as an online measure of overt attention
and inferencing outcome and post-hoc cognitive strategy report as an offline measure in
the vocabulary inferencing process.

Considering the aforementioned, we hypothesized that mentioning using word cues or
contextual cues in the report would be associated with different performance and different
eye movement patterns in vocabulary inferencing task.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Participants

An a priori power analysis indicated that a minimum of 30 participants was needed
to test our hypotheses, assuming a medium effect size (d = 0.45) with 0.403 power and
alpha set at 0.05. Therefore, the sample included 30 healthy participants with normal
or corrected to normal vision, with ages ranging between 19–21 years (median = 20),
comprising 22 females and 8 males. Based on interim ESL course test results, all the
participants had an Intermediate English level. The subjects were recruited at Moscow
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State Linguistic University (Russia), receiving course credit for their participation. Written
informed consent (providing information on the objectives of the study, the ability to
withdraw at any point of the study, and possible inconveniences of refraining from moving
their head during trials after the calibration procedure) and consent regarding personal
data (permitting preprocessing, statistical analysis, and storing of the personal data) were
obtained from all the subjects involved in the study.

2.2. Measures
2.2.1. Vocabulary Inferencing Outcome

Two experts analyzed the participants’ answers, scoring “correct” if the translation was
within the range of the expected translations (provided by the Multitran online dictionary).

2.2.2. Cognitive Strategies of Vocabulary Inferencing

Vocabulary inferencing strategies were determined based on the post-hoc reports—first
via unstructured reflection, then multiple choice from the list. Possible answers included
“word-level analysis”, “clause-level analysis”, “discourse-level analysis”, and “can’t de-
fine”. We defined the strategies according to the deliberate use of knowledge sources as
defined by Bengeleil and Paribakht [11].

2.2.3. Eye Tracking Data

The 10 target words and the 10 target words’ clauses were mapped in the text as areas
of interest (AOIs). The following eye movement measures were included in the analysis:

• AOI word dwell time (the total amount of time spent on a target word AOI, normalized
for pixel size)

• AOI word first fixation duration (the duration of the first fixation made on a target
word AOI),

• AOI clause dwell time (the total amount of time spent on a particular target word
clause AOI, normalized for pixel size)

• AOI clause mean fixation duration (the average length of the fixations made on a
particular target word clause AOI)

Thus both early-stage reading measures (AOI word first fixation duration and AOI
clause mean fixation duration), associated with initial lexical access, and late-stage reading
measures (AOI word dwell time and AOI clause dwell time), associated with post-lexical
access [44], were included in the analysis.

2.3. Apparatus and Stimuli

Eye movements were recorded with an SMI RED eye tracker (60 Hz, accuracy 0.4◦,
precision 0.03◦) with a 22′′ screen and a 1280 × 1024 pixels screen resolution.

We used an Intermediate-level text (1860 characters with spaces) with 10 low-frequency
words, commonly used in vocabulary inferencing research in emergent bilinguals [8] (see
Appendix A). The target words were four nouns, four verbs, and two adjectives with
ipm < 0.35 (less than 0.35 encounters per 1 million words, obtained with Python wordfreq
library based on open corpora), with exception of the word “contract” with ipm = 8.7,
which was used in the text in its less frequent meaning “to fall ill”.

The text was presented in Verdana typeface, 18 type size, with a 50–60 cm distance
from the screen the visual angle of the target words was approximately 5◦.

2.4. Procedure

The 10 target low-frequency words were demonstrated to the participants prior to
text reading. The participants were asked to translate the words into Russian (their native
language) to make sure they were not familiar with the meaning of the words. The reading
task was administered only in case participants could not provide correct translations of all
10 target words.
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Eye movements were recorded during text reading and vocabulary inferencing. After
reading, the subjects were asked to provide a translation of the 10 target words. The compre-
hension was assessed based on whether the answer corresponded to the possible variants of
translation (e.g., for the word “to waver” the ideal translation would be “кoлeбaтьcя”, but
possible translations included synonyms such as “to change”, “to become different”, “to
fluctuate”: “мeнятьcя”, “измeнятьcя”, “cтaнoвитьcя дpyгими”, “пoшaтнyтьcя” (Rus).

After the translation, the subjects first provided unstructured reflection on the infer-
encing process, then chose the corresponding strategy from the list (“word-level analysis”,
“clause-level analysis”, “discourse-level analysis”, “can’t define”).

Before starting the main task, the subjects performed a training session with an
Elementary text to make sure they understood the procedure.

2.5. Data Analysis

Eye movement data was pre-processed in BeGaze3.0 software with a 50 ms and
50 pixel fixation threshold.

The normality distribution of the eye tracking measures was evaluated with the
Kolmogorov–Smirnov test (for all eye movement measures the distribution was not Gaus-
sian). Data pertaining to the two factors (reported strategy and answer correctness) were
analyzed using the Mann–Whitney non-parametric U-test. To estimate how the means of
continuous variables (AOI word dwell time, AOI word first fixation duration, AOI clause
dwell time, AOI clause mean fixation duration) change according to the levels of two
independent variables—strategy use (levels: clause, morpheme) and inferencing outcome
(levels: correct, incorrect)—we used two-way ANOVA, aiming to investigate the interac-
tion effect of the factors. Following previous eye movements in reading research, log10
transformation was applied to remove skewness in the eye tracking data before ANOVA
analysis [45].

All analyses were conducted in Python programming language statistical packages
(scipy and statsmodels).

3. Results

The strategies were defined based on structured and unstructured post-hoc report. In
83 cases (27.7%) the subjects failed to provide the report, the other 217 cases (72.3%) were
attributed to one of the following levels of analysis: word level, clause level, discourse level
(see Table 1 for strategy description and number of correct and incorrect answers).

The participants tended to use syntactic information from the target word clause
and target word morpheme analysis more often than trying to guess the word meaning
from the general discourse. The highest rate of correct answers was demonstrated when
the participants elicited the meaning based on the target word clause analysis, while
the lowest correct answer rate was in cases where no strategy was reported (χ2 = 57.4,
p < 0.01). However, the difference in performance between word-level and sentence-level
processing strategies was not significant (χ2 = 1.43, p < 0.01). This emphasizes the role of
both morpheme and context analysis in successful vocabulary inferencing. Moreover, in
some cases, morphological cues could more significantly contribute to the performance
than in others, e.g., the word “curative”, derived from higher frequency word “cure”, could
provide a morphologically rich cue, while the only familiar morpheme in “hazards” is the
inflectional morpheme (see Appendix A for details).
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Table 1. Cognitive strategies for inferring word meanings from context.

Strategy Description Examples N Correct
Answers

N Incorrect
Answers

Word-level
analysis

Recognizing familiar morphemes
(both from L1 and L2)

«“waver” has something to do with “wave”»;
«“squalor”—looks like “cкapлaтинa”

(Rus for “canker rash”)»;
«”sewage” could be something than was sewn,

maybe they sewed the wounds»

22 30

Clause-level
analysis

Eliciting the meaning mostly by
the clause (or the whole sentence)

information

«I re-read the sentence and realized that “waver” should be
a verb: “our beliefs waver. . .”, so something is supposed to

happen to our beliefs»;
«“sewage” must be something disgusting, as there was

smell of sewage, and it was unpleasant»;
«“squalor” was about bad conditions,

maybe it is extensive heat»

70 61

Discourse-level
analysis

Guessing the meaning from the
general discourse

«“squalor” must be something disease-related,
as the text is about the diseases»;

«“sewage” is about bad environment»;
«”affluence” is something about medical treatment»

2 22

No report
Subjects failed to reflect on the use
of particular strategy or failed to
attribute it to the strategies above

8 85

3.1. Eye Movements and Efficient Vocabulary Inferencing

The statistics were performed only for the eye tracking data in the areas of interest
of the target word and the target word clause. Mann–Whitney U-test results showed
significant distinctions in dwell time on target word and target word clause AOIs, as well
as in first fixation on the word AOI (the results are presented in Table 2).

Table 2. Eye tracking measures in correct/incorrect vocabulary translation.

Correct Translation Incorrect Translation Mann–Whitney Non-Parametric
U-Test

Median IQR 1 Median IQR statistics p-value
AOI word dwell time (ms) 1317 1521 954 1157 11,923 <0.01

AOI word first fixation duration (ms) 218 149 189 143 11,589 <0.05
AOI clause dwell time (ms) 6481 4744 4823 3324 12,836 <0.01

AOI clause mean fixation duration (ms) 204 87 201 82 11,055 =0.18
1 Interquartile range, the difference between the 75th and 25th percentiles of the data, used as a measure of
statistical dispersion in Mann–Whitney non-parametric U-test.

Higher inferencing performance was associated with longer dwell time on the target
word AOI, emphasizing the role of the word-level analysis regardless of the strategy
use. Moreover, longer first fixation duration on the word AOI also contributed to higher
vocabulary inferencing results. That is, both overall and initial increased attention to the
word facilitated performance.

Better inferencing was also observed when more time was spent on the target word
clause. However, mean fixation duration on the clause did not contribute to the performance.

3.2. Eye Movements and Cognitive Strategies

Discourse-level strategy was excluded from eye movement data analysis as this knowl-
edge source could not be mapped in the text as an area of interest and due to the small
amount of data on this strategy. Mann–Whitney U-test results showed no significant dis-
tinctions in eye movement measures for word-level and clause-level strategies (the results
are presented in Table 3).
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Table 3. Eye tracking measures in word-level/clause-level cognitive strategies.

Word-Level Analysis Clause-Level Analysis Mann–Whitney Non-Parametric
U-Test

Median IQR Median IQR statistics p-value
AOI word dwell time (ms) 1180 1538 1153 1453 3612 =0.52

AOI word first fixation duration (ms) 243 188 208 144 3867 =0.15
AOI clause dwell time (ms) 5366 3466 5728 4214 3346 =0.85

AOI clause mean fixation duration (ms) 218 90 211 82 3412 =0.98

Using word-level analysis was associated with a small increase in first fixation duration
on the word; however, the results were not significant. However, this tendency could
indicate the importance of initial stage of information processing in vocabulary inferencing.

Overall, no significant effect of reported cognitive strategies was shown on eye move-
ment measures. However, we assumed that the use of cognitive strategies would mediate
the effect of inferencing success on eye movement characteristics.

3.3. The Mediating Role of Cognitive Strategies on Attention Distribution in Successful and
Unsuccessful Vocabulary Inferencing

We used two-way (strategies × inferencing outcome) ANOVA to investigate the
interaction effect on eye movements (the results are presented in Table 4 and Figure 1).

Table 4. The two-way (strategies × inferencing outcome) ANOVA results of the eye movement
characteristics.

F(3,182) p-Value

AOI word dwell time (ms) 2.6 =0.11
AOI word first fixation duration (ms) 0.2 =0.65

AOI clause dwell time (ms) 4.32 <0.05
AOI clause mean fixation duration (ms) 0.74 =0.39

Significant distinctions were observed only for the target word clause dwell time: cor-
rect answers in clause-level analysis were associated with longer dwell time than incorrect
answers, while no such effect was observed for word-level analysis (see Figure 1c).

Therefore, when clause-level analysis was reported, the longer the time spent on
the clause, the higher the probability of the correct answer (see Figure 1c). This could
be due to the rich contextual cues provided for the target words in the text. Therefore,
the distribution of attention in favor of the surrounding context can contribute to a better
vocabulary inferencing result. Interestingly, when clause-level analysis was reported but
did not yield successful inferencing, average time spent on the clause was lower, probably
indicating less extensive information processing.

On the other hand, when morpheme-level analysis was reported, no effect of time
spent on the word on the inferencing outcome was observed (see Figure 1a,b).

However, it should be noted that first fixation duration on the target word (associated
with the start of lexical processing) in successful recall was higher than average fixation
duration on the text (see Figure 1b,d).

Therefore, although morpheme analysis can significantly contribute to vocabulary in-
ferencing, if the meaning has not been inferenced, dwelling on the word does not contribute
to performance. Conversely, prolonged viewing of the context significantly contributed to
vocabulary inferencing outcome.
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Figure 1. Eye movement measures in the target words and the target word clauses areas of interest
(AOI) in clause-level and morpheme-level strategies in post-hoc report, in correct and incorrect
answer cases (means and standard error). (a) AOI target words dwell time, (b) AOI target words
first fixation duration, (c) AOI target words clause dwell time, (d) AOI target words clause mean
fixation duration.

4. Discussion

We examined the effect of cognitive strategies of attention distribution on morphological
and context cues on performance and eye movements in vocabulary inferencing task.

The study has three main findings: (1) cognitive strategies of vocabulary inferencing
affect the inferencing outcome; (2) eye movement measures (e.g., first fixation duration
on the target word) are related to vocabulary inferencing performance; (3) distribution of
attention in favor of context facilitates performance, but only in the case of context-level
processing, with no effect observed for word-level processing.

The lowest rate of correct answers was demonstrated when the participants reported
no strategy use, which we attribute to the benefit of conscious use of cognitive strategies in
vocabulary inferencing task. Highest performance was demonstrated in the cases when
context-level processing was reported, which is in line with previous research, stating
that learning new items in collocations yields better retention of receptive and productive
knowledge of target word meaning than in single words [46].

Interestingly, our results demonstrate that the distribution of attention both on the
word level (e.g., first fixation duration, associated with the onset of morphological pro-
cessing) and on the sentence level (dwell time on the target word’s clause area of interest)
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contribute to higher vocabulary inferencing performance. Better inferencing results in case
of enhanced attention to the word-level features can be attributed to phonological and
orthographic processes, which along with syntactic and semantic processes are considered
to be important for reading comprehension [47]. Moreover, the distribution of attention
in favor of word-level features can be related to morphological strategy (considering the
morphemes as inferring references), which is in line with Liu’s results on morphological
strategy fostering performance [12] and with general morphological awareness contributing
to reading comprehension [15].

Notably, while significant distinctions were observed only for the target word clause
dwell time, the tendency can be observed for attention distribution on the target word area
of interest (longer dwell time and first fixation duration) when word-level analysis was
reported with no effect on inferencing outcome. The same tendency was observed in cases
with correct answers in clause-level analysis, but not when the translation was incorrect.
This, in our opinion, denotes the value of both word-level and context-level processing in
vocabulary inferencing task.

Distinguishing eye movement patterns of effective cognitive strategies in vocabulary
inferencing tasks can be applied for training effective cognitive strategies of inexperienced
language learners. The Eye Movement Modelling Examples paradigm—displaying the
visualized gaze pattern of a domain expert person while carefully executing the learning
or problem-solving task to train a domain novice—has yielded significant improvement
of novices’ performance in different domains [41]. However, further research is needed
for univocal distinguishing of vocabulary inferencing strategies and corresponding eye
movement patterns.

5. Conclusions

We examined the effect of cognitive strategies in vocabulary inferencing task on
performance and eye movement characteristics, with target word-level, sentence-level and
discourse-level strategies distinguished based on the participants’ post-hoc reports.

Following our predictions, strategic behavior affected the performance in that men-
tioning strategy in the post-hoc report was associated with a higher inferencing result
as compared to failing to report use of a strategy, with this effect more pronounced in
addressing sentence-level processing.

Furthermore, the results indicate that the distribution of attention both in favor of
word-level processing (reflected in increased first fixation duration) and sentence-level
processing (reflected in increased target word clause dwell time) contribute to higher recall,
emphasizing both lower- and higher-level processing in the vocabulary inferencing task.

Theoretically, these new findings contribute to eye movement evidence of cognitive
strategies in second language acquisition tasks. Practically, our results point to directions
for further research in strategy instruction: both explicit instruction and instruction in the
Eye Movement Modeling Examples paradigm.
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Appendix A

Health in the Rich World and in the Poor
An American journalist, Dorothy Thompson, criticizes the rich world’s health pro-

gram for the poor world. She describes her trip to Africa, where she got food poisoning
and malaria:

The town is very dirty. All the people are hot, have dust between their toes and the
smell of sewage in their noses. We both fell ill, and at ten o’clock in the morning I got
frightened and took my friend to the only private hospital in town, where you have to pay.
After being treated by a doctor, we caught the next airplane home.

Now, I believe that the money of the World Health Organization should be spent on
bringing health to all people of the world and not on expensive doctors and hospitals for
the few who can pay. But when we ourselves become ill, our beliefs waver. After we came
back to the States we thought a lot about our reaction to this sudden meeting with health
care in a poor country. When assessing modern medicine, we often forget that without
more money for food and clean water to drink, it is impossible to fight the diseases that are
caused by infections.

Doctors seem to overlook this fact. They ought to spend much time thinking about
why they themselves do not contract some of the serious and infectious diseases that so
many of their patients die from. They do not realize that an illness must find a body that is
weak either because of stress or hunger. People are killed by the conditions they live under,
the lack of food and money and the squalor. Doctors should analyse why people become
ill rather than take such a keen interest in the curative effect of medicine.

In the rich world many diseases are caused by affluence. The causes of heart diseases,
for instance, are far from being mysterious and unfathomable—they are as well-known as
the causes of tuberculosis. Other diseases are due to hazards in the natural conditions in
which we live. Imagine the typical worker on his death-bed: every cell permeated with
such things as chemicals and radio-active materials. Such symptoms are true signs of an
unhealthy world.

The text was adapted from [8] (p. 670)
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